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You can be in two places at once –
be there now.

A Global Leader in Visual Communication
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It’s not enough to be fast.
Or efficient. Or even ingenious.
You need to be in two, three, even four places at once. And you need a reliable
par tner that is able to get you there with ease – now.
Visual communication can have a significant impact on the success of your
organization. It changes the way people collaborate and provides immediate and
tangible benefits. In today’s wired world, professionals over whelmingly agree that
face-to-face communication has become more impor tant than ever. It’s a critical
component of success.
TANDBERG has been the leader in visual communication since 1987 and provides

end-to-end solutions to suit your organizational needs and goals. With exper t sales,
ser vice, and suppor t teams ser ving more than 90 countries, TANDBERG is able to
implement the highest quality visual communication solutions that are reliable,
easy to use and deliver significant return on investment.

TANDBERG anywhere.
Using TANDBERG real-time visual solutions, quicker and better decisions are being
made across ver tical markets and business functions. Enterprises, schools, medical
practitioners, manufacturers, and countless other inspired users are making
TANDBERG video systems an essential par t of their communications environment.

MANUFACTURING

FINANCIAL

EDUCATION

Conduct quality control and remote
machinery repair – decreasing down-time
and increasing customer satisfaction.

Facilitate complex and global
transactions – speeding turnaround time
and making better decisions.

Share resources and conduct electronic field
trips – promoting curriculum development
and increasing access to resources.

Changing the way people communicate.

TANDBERG’s mission is to change the way people communicate. We are dedicated

to empowering people to be more productive through visual communication.
Imagine having all-day access to a video connection that allows you to collaborate
with colleagues around the world and make decisions instantly. By
DECISION MAKING ,

ACCELERATING

product review times are shortened and time to market decreases.

What if you could quickly collaborate with a specialist at the touch of a button?
Or archive an exper t’s knowledge that could be accessed by anyone, anytime,
anywhere? By making more efficient use of information and

SCALING KNOWLEDGE ,

organizations are becoming smar ter – faster.
Suppose you could create a vir tual team room for dispersed offices around the
globe. By

U N I F Y I N G T H E O R G A N I Z AT I O N

with video, dispersed sites and functions

don’t have to mean separate teams, just separate locations.
And how about being so productive that you get home on time each night? Or staying
connected with your team on those days you need to work from home?
WORK/LIFE BALANCE

PROMOTING

is key in today’s organizations, helping increase operational

efficiency and employee satisfaction.

JUDICIAL

HEALTHCARE

EMERGENCY SERVICES

Interview witnesses and conduct
remote visitation – maximizing resources
and reducing security risks.

Conduct continuing medical education (CME) and
remote diagnostics – increasing access to training
and reducing patient transportation stress and costs.

Carry on remote triage operations and
field training – shortening response
time and maximizing resources.

Supporting your vision.
TANDBERG’S COMMITMENT TO INDUSTRY STANDARDS ENABLES YOU TO SEAMLESSLY INTEGRATE
VIDEO WITH YOUR VOICE AND DATA ENVIRONMENTS.

TANDBERG enables par ticipants to

collaborate across H.323, SIP and 3G networks for multimedia applications in rich
media environments. Visually enabling your daily business processes improves
productivity, builds trust and increases the speed and accuracy of decisions.
TANDBERG STRATEGIC ALLIANCE PARTNERS.

TANDBERG works with the world’s top

technology companies to develop integrated solutions aimed at expanding the
visual communication market by simplifying the deployment and use of video.
Par tnering with best-in-class companies such as Cisco, IBM, Microsoft and Nortel,
TANDBERG delivers the value of network and application convergence.

TANDBERG TECHNOLOGY – SUPPORTING YOUR VISION

OPTIMAL
DEFINITION

From High Definition to CIF, the best resolution for your application and bandwidth.

STREAMING &
ARCHIVING

Allows video users to create live and on-demand streamed content.

EXPRESSWAY TM
SOLUTION

Secure traversal of any firewall combined with a global, massively scalable
dial-plan for end-to-end IP. (H.460 compliant)

MULTIPLE
PROTOCOLS

Support for the broadest range of protocols including H.323, H.320, SIP, SCCP
and H.324M (3G).

H.324M (3G)

Link 3G mobile handsets to the world of SIP, IP, H.323 and ISDN
to communicate with any group or personal video system.

H.264

Increased video quality at lower bandwidth across the entire TANDBERG
product range.

SECURITY

Highest level of embedded encryption on TANDBERG products
as well as H.235 and 802.1x authentication.

TRUE CD QUALITY AUDIO

Enhanced by Digital NAM and stereo sound for a face-to-face quality audio
experience. (with the exception of TANDBERG 150 MXP)

MULTISITE

Robust embedded multipoint control units connect multiple video and audio
sites in a single call.

PRESENTATIONS

Advanced dual stream technology and multiple layout options.

The TANDBERG solution.
CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT

SCALABLE DEPLOYMENT

IBM
SPECIALIZED
CONTENT SERVER

MICROSOFT

LARGE GROUP
EXPRESSWAY

GATEKEEPER

MEDIUM GROUP
NORTEL

SMALL GROUP
MCUs

CISCO SYSTEMS
TANDBERG
MANAGEMENT SUITE
MANAGEMENT /
SCHEDULING

GATEWAYs
(ISDN and 3G)

INDIVIDUAL

INFRASTRUCTURE

APPLICATIONS

TOTAL
EXPERIENCE

UNIFIED
COMMUNICATION

CONSTANT CARE SERVICES

TANDBERG OFFERS A SCALABLE AND FLEXIBLE SOLUTION THAT GROWS WITH YOUR VISUAL COMMUNICATION NEEDS AND
ENABLES UNIFIED COMMUNICATION.

The core of the solution is the TANDBERG Management Suite (TMS), a smar t, centralized

MANAGEMENT

foundation

for the seamless deployment of video across an organization. TMS provides the scalability and flexibility to easily
add and manage components from TANDBERG, as well as third-party vendors.

SCHEDULING

video meetings, booking

facilities and launching ad hoc meetings are also made easy through TMS and integration with familiar inter faces
such as IBM Lotus Notes® and Microsoft Outlook®.
TANDBERG INFRASTRUCTURE is designed to integrate with existing infrastructure and suppor t the full video feature

set, making the video experience seamless.
The fact that there is a TANDBERG system for ever y workspace from boardroom and home office to operating
room and manufacturing floor means that video can be used for a broad range of

APPLICATIONS.

Functionality such as vibrant audio and video, one-click presentation sharing, and advanced multipoint capabilities
complete the

TOTAL EXPERIENCE.

By creating a

UNIFIED COMMUNICATION

solution with strategic alliance par tners, TANDBERG enables customers to

enjoy collaborative communication solutions featuring the best overall experience for voice, video and data.
On every level, the TANDBERG CONSTANT

CARE SERVICES

lifetime from decision to deployment and beyond.

portfolio secures service excellence throughout a product’s

MANAGEMENT/SCHEDULING

TA N D B E R G

Management Suite
One management platform for all your visual
communication needs. TANDBERG Management Suite
(TMS) is scalable and easy-to-use, providing visibility
into registered systems and infrastructure components
for scheduling, maintenance and ROI.

MANAGEMENT SUITE

MANAGEMENT SERVER

Intuitive user inter face with graphics

Optional turn-key solution for managing

Manages on-site and remote video systems, including statistics,

small- to mid-size installations

directories, booking and software updates

Easy to deploy, standards-based system integrates

Detailed system-by-system and conference-by-conference details

into existing network

Manage endpoints and infrastructure directly

Compact size: 1U tall and 19" rack-mountable

Schedule calls, book rooms and invite par ticipants using
TANDBERG Scheduler, Microsoft Outlook® or IBM Lotus Notes ®
(requires software option)
Suppor ts Microsoft Of fice Communicator and IBM Lotus
Sametime software options
Suppor ts management of network and video equipment from
multiple vendors
Fully manage registered systems outside your network

UNIFIED COMMUNICATION

TANDBERG’s visual communication solution works seamlessly within existing technology

environments. Leveraging existing network and desktop solutions for visual communication
increases familiarity and ease-of-use, further driving collaboration, productivity and ROI.

S C H E D U L I N G Planning a meeting? Easily schedule video resources with
Microsoft Outlook or IBM Lotus Notes through our TMS integration.

PRESENCE AND IM Need to connect now? Unified presence and messaging
tools enable you to see whether a contact is available and instantly launch
an IM session or video call.

WEB CONFERENCING Have an important presentation to share? Share
multimedia during a video call using TANDBERG’s own See&ShareTM
software, or launch a web conferencing session through TANDBERG’s
integration with desktop tools from Microsoft, IBM, Nortel or WebEx.

CALL CONTROL Need to transfer a call? Utilizing TANDBERG’s Nortel
and Cisco integrations, you can use the same softkey call controls for
both audio and video calls over SIP or SCCP-based networks.

INFRASTRUCTURE

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

MPS
Series

MPS 200

MCU

MPS 800

The TANDBERG Media Processing Systems (MPS 200 and
MPS 800) are reliable, scalable multipoint control units that
can include gateway functions. They provide a centralized
solution with low life cycle costs and feature-rich suppor t
for video endpoints.

Easily deployable and scalable, the TANDBERG
Multipoint Control Unit (MCU) is designed specifically
for the distributed enterprise.
Compact size: 1U tall and 19" rack-mountable
Join up to 16 video and 16 audio sites

19" rack-mountable chassis

Bandwidth: 56 kbps – 2 Mbps on choice of network (IP, ISDN)

Join up to 40 video and 32 audio with MPS 200 or up to 160 video
and 48 audio calls with MPS 800 in one or more conferences
Optimal voice-switched technology ensures point-to-point video
quality in multisite conferences
Suppor ts High Definition resolution
Modular and expandable with multiple media processing
boards and network inter face boards

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

ISDN Gateway

3G Gateway

A gateway that of fers unparalleled simplicity. Provides
seamless integration between IP and ISDN networks
with complete feature transparency and protection from
network interruptions.

A gateway that provides seamless integration between IP
and 3G networks for unparalleled mobile communication.
A scalable solution for enterprises, 3G mobile operators
and ser vice providers to connect a 3G mobile phone to
any video system.

Compact size: 1U tall and 19" rack-mountable
Provides seamless integration between IP based ser vices

Compact size: 1U tall and 19" rack-mountable

and ISDN

Provides seamless integration between 3G networks and IP

Complete feature transparency

based ser vices

Bandwidth per call: 56 kbps – 2 Mbps

Simple and secure management

Expressway firewall traversal

Suppor ts H.324M to SIP and H.324 to H.323 communication
Expressway firewall traversal

INFRASTRUCTURE

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

Gatekeeper

Border
Controller

The TANDBERG Gatekeeper is a high-per formance, reliable,
secure, and easy-to-use gatekeeper designed to complement
TANDBERG’s infrastructure solutions.

As par t of the Expressway firewall traversal solution, the
TANDBERG Border Controller simplifies dialing and firewall
traversal for all H.323 devices.

Compact size: 1U tall and 19" rack-mountable

Compact size: 1U tall and 19" rack-mountable

Secure management and lock-down suppor t

Secure management and lock-down suppor t

Embedded setup wizard for easy installation

Resolves URI dialing for massive scalability

Scalable from 25 to 500 concurrent calls

Scalable up to 100 traversal calls

Expressway firewall traversal

Multi-firewall suppor t

Multi-vendor suppor t

Suppor ts multiplexed media for top security

H.460.18/19 standards compliant

TA N D B E R G

Content
Server
TANDBERG’s

Content Server
extends the reach of
With TANDBERG’s Content Ser ver, you can create
business-quality multimedia content easily from any H.323
videoconferencing endpoint. Access on-demand video content
anywhere, anytime from any PC.
Stream and archive video and live H.239 dual stream presentations
Suppor t up to five concurrent videoconferences
Stream content in Microsoft Windows Media ®, Apple QuickTime®
and RealPlayer® formats
LCD panel for easy installation
Expressway compatible
High-capacity internal storage and suppor t
for external network storage
Unicast and multicast streaming suppor t

important messages
and events.

F I R E WA L L T R AV E R S A L

With TANDBERG’s Expressway solution (H.460 compliant),
you can visually communicate with suppliers, customers
and telecommuters across multiple firewalls without
compromising features and functionality. TANDBERG
Expressway safely and seamlessly traverses any firewall –
for affordable and secure visual communication.
TANDBERG’s unique firewall traversal solution is simple

to deploy and provides a global, massively scalable dial-plan
for end-to-end IP communication. Using URI-based

dialing, this proven and robust technology allows
enterprises to visually communicate with one another
despite varying, local proprietary dial-plans.
TANDBERG Expressway even makes it easy to deploy IPvideo in the home office. Simply plug an MXP endpoint into
a DSL or cable modem. With a 3G gateway you can even
participate in a video meeting using your 3G mobile phone.

With TANDBERG, there are no limits.

INTERNET
DSL
GATEKEEPER

ENTERPRISE

BORDER
CONTROLLER
FIREWALL

FIREWALL

HOME
OFFICE

STREAMING AND ARCHIVING

With the TANDBERG Content Server, organizations can
share CEO briefings, live product-launch events, sales
demonstrations, and human-resources programs, maximizing
the impact of live or archived content to a wide audience.
Organizations can easily create and manage business-quality
video and multimedia presentations, essentially turning any

videoconferencing endpoint into a broadcast studio.
Presentations are archived on the Content Server for
future editing or on-demand distribution. The Content
Server can stream live or archived presentations in multiple
media formats to personal computers, extending the
reach of important messages to users that do not have
videoconferencing capabilities.

INTERNET
CONTENT
SERVER
PC

ENDPOINT

MOBILE COMMUNICATION

3G is a high bandwidth mobile telephone network that
allows services such as video calling. The TANDBERG 3G
Gateway allows 3G mobile handsets to connect to any

video system and participate in any multipoint conference –

regardless of protocol: SIP, H.323 or ISDN. With
TANDBERG Expressway the 3G Gateway allows 3G
mobile users to reach any video system from anywhere –
on the road, in a hotel room or at the airport.

3G
NETWORK
3G GATEWAY
ENTERPRISE

3G MOBILE PHONE

A P P L I C AT I O N S
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Profile

Profile

8000

7000

MXP

MXP

For the boardroom. Sleek, elegant design combined with
state-of-the-ar t engineering and the most advanced features.
50" plasma screens, TANDBERG’s PrecisionHD Camera and a
best-in-class audio system provide the ultimate video experience.

For the boardroom and executive conference room. Shares
the per formance features of the TANDBERG 8000, with a
more compact profile.
16:9 flatscreen monitors (dual 30" LCD)

16:9 widescreen monitors (dual 50" plasma)

Up to 4 Mbps H.323/4 Mbps SIP/2 Mbps H.320/

TANDBERG PrecisionHD Camera

6 Mbps total MultiSite

Up to 4 Mbps H.323/4 Mbps SIP/2 Mbps H.320/

Join up to 6 video and 5 audio sites with embedded

6 Mbps total MultiSite

MultiSite functionality

Join up to 6 video and 5 audio sites with embedded

Easily share PC presentations

MultiSite functionality

Wireless capable

Easily share PC presentations

True CD-quality stereo and Digital NAM

Wireless capable

Expressway firewall traversal

True CD-quality stereo and Digital NAM
Expressway firewall traversal

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

Profile

Profile

6000

3000

MXP

MXP

For medium- to large-sized meeting rooms and boardrooms.
Standard wall-mount with pedestal or with optional wheel
base for flexibility. High-end per formance features, large
flatscreen monitor and CD-quality, stereo audio create a
collaborative meeting environment.

For medium-sized meeting rooms. A complete, integrated
system in a compact package. Standard wall-mount with
pedestal or with optional wheel base for flexibility.
Integrated audio module for CD-quality sound experience.
16:9 flatscreen monitor (32" LCD or 42" plasma)

16:9 flatscreen monitor (50" plasma)

TANDBERG PrecisionHD camera

TANDBERG PrecisionHD camera

Up to 2 Mbps H.323/2 Mbps SIP/512 kbps H.320/

Up to 4 Mbps H.323/4 Mbps SIP/2 Mbps H.320/

2.3 Mbps total MultiSite

6 Mbps total MultiSite

Join up to 4 video and 3 audio sites with embedded

Join up to 6 video and 5 audio sites with embedded

MultiSite functionality

MultiSite functionality

Easily share PC presentations

Easily share PC presentations

Wireless capable

Wireless capable

Expressway firewall traversal

Expressway firewall traversal

Codec and por table versions available

Codec and por table versions available

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

Profile

Centric

2000

1700

MXP

MXP

Designed for small groups and offices. Mobile, wireless system
features CD-quality audio and superior presentation capabilities.

Designed for offices and small meeting rooms, this fully
integrated system features a widescreen LCD and HD
camera. Manage meetings and your PC tools from this
executive control center.

Integrated 23" widescreen LCD monitor
Up to 2 Mbps H.323/2 Mbps SIP/512 kbps H.320/
2.3 Mbps total MultiSite

Integrated 20” widescreen LCD monitor

Join up to 4 video sites and 3 audio sites with embedded

Up to 2 Mbps H.323/2 Mbps SIP/2.3 Mbps total Multisite

MultiSite functionality

Custom-made HD camera

Easily share PC presentations

Join up to 4 video sites and 3 audio sites with embedded

True CD-quality audio and stereo

MultiSite functionality

Wireless capable

Easily share PC presentations
True CD-quality and stereo

Expressway firewall traversal
®

Video telephony version available for Cisco CallManager

Wireless capable
Expressway firewall traversal

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

Centric

Centric

1000

150

MXP

MXP

For of fices and small groups. Fully integrated system
delivers style and per formance in equal measure.

Business quality video for the individual workspace.
Cost-ef fective, easy to use and provides embedded
security for reliable communications.

Integrated 12.1" LCD monitor
Up to 768 kbps H.323/768 kbps SIP/384 kbps H.320

Integrated 8.4" LCD monitor

Easily share PC presentations

Up to 512 kbps H.323/512 kbps SIP

True CD-quality audio

View PC presentations

Wireless capable

Place voice and video calls
Handset option available

Expressway firewall traversal
®

Video telephony version available for Cisco CallManager

Expressway firewall traversal

HIGH DEFINITION

To provide customers with high definition resolution and improved quality
at any bandwidth, TANDBERG has created the TANDBERG PrecisionHD
Camera. Designed specifically for videoconferencing, it provides crystal-clear,
true-to-life quality for rich interaction and collaboration.

A P P L I C AT I O N S
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Edge

Edge

Edge

95

85

75

MXP

MXP

MXP

Connect team members for more productive meetings
with the TANDBERG Edge MXP Series. These easy-to-install
units turn a meeting room with a flat screen into an
interactive situation room for improved teamwork and
accelerated decision-making.
95 MXP

85 MXP

75 MXP

Up to 2 Mbps H.323/2 Mbps SIP/512

Up to 1.1 Mbps H.323/1.1 Mbps SIP/

Up to 768 kbps H.323/768 kbps SIP/

kbps H.320/2.3 Mbps total MultiSite

384 kbps H.320/1.1 Mbps total MultiSite

128 kbps H.320

TANDBERG PrecisionHD camera

TANDBERG PrecisionHD camera

TANDBERG PrecisionHD camera

Join up to 4 video sites and 3 audio sites

Join up to 4 video sites and 3 audio sites

Easily share PC presentations

with embedded MultiSite functionality

with embedded MultiSite functionality

True CD-quality audio and stereo

Easily share PC presentations

Easily share PC presentations

Wireless capable

True CD-quality audio and stereo

True CD-quality audio and stereo

Expressway firewall traversal

Wireless capable

Wireless capable

Expressway firewall traversal

Expressway firewall traversal

TA N D B E R G
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TA N D B E R G

Set-top

Set-top

Set-top

990

880

770

MXP

MXP

MXP

Por table, high per formance set-top units designed for work
environments ranging from medium and small meeting
rooms to shared of fices. These compact units conveniently
transform any standard TV into an interactive meeting
place, providing users with an outstanding business tool.
990 MXP

880 MXP

770 MXP

Up to 2 Mbps H.323/2 Mbps SIP/

Up to 1.1 Mbps H.323/1.1 Mbps SIP/

Up to 768 kbps H.323/768 kbps SIP/

512 kbps H.320/2.3 Mbps total MultiSite

384 kbps H.320/1.1 Mbps total MultiSite

128 kbps H.320

Join up to 4 video sites and 3 audio sites

Join up to 4 video sites and 3 audio sites

Easily share PC presentations

with embedded MultiSite functionality

with embedded MultiSite functionality

True CD-quality audio and stereo

Easily share PC presentations

Easily share PC presentations

Wireless capable

True CD-quality audio and stereo

True CD-quality audio and stereo

Expressway firewall traversal

Wireless capable

Wireless capable

Video telephony version available

Expressway firewall traversal

Expressway firewall traversal

for Cisco® CallManager

Optional MXP Profile

Optional MXP Profile

Optional MXP Profile

Set-top Package available

Set-top Package available

Set-top Package available

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

Set-top

Profile

550

Maestro

MXP

For of fices and small meeting rooms. Provides essential
video features for face-to-face meetings with the quality
and reliability found in all TANDBERG equipment.

MXP

For medium- to large-sized meeting rooms. Built on the
TANDBERG 6000 MXP Codec, the Maestro turns existing
monitors and displays into interactive video systems.

Up to 768 kbps H.323/768 kbps SIP/384 kbps H.320

Leverages existing large screen displays and projectors

View presentations

TANDBERG PrecisionHD Camera

True CD-quality audio

Up to 4 Mbps H.323/4 Mbps SIP/2 Mbps H.320/

Wireless capable

6 Mbps total MultiSite

Expressway firewall traversal

Join up to 6 video sites and 5 audio sites with embedded

Video telephony version available for Cisco ® CallManager

MultiSite functionality

Optional MXP Profile Set-top Package available

Easily share PC presentations
Wireless capable
Expressway firewall traversal

TA N D B E R G

TA N D B E R G

Tactical

Director

MXP

MXP

Por table and compact video communication tool for use in
even the most remote and extreme conditions. The system
is ideal for off-site communication such as construction
sites, manufacturing floors, defense operations and in-field
media correspondence.

Rich media presentation tool for corporate, militar y and
education applications. Based on the TANDBERG 6000 MXP
Codec, the Director MXP turns an interactive whiteboard
and video system into a power ful communication tool.
67" display with on-screen controls

Integrated 15.4" widescreen LCD

Up to 4 Mbps H.323/4 Mbps SIP/2 Mbps H.320/

Fully integrated video system in a heavy-duty water tight case

6 Mbps total MultiSite

Meets most airline carr y-on requirements

Join up to 6 video sites and 5 audio sites with

Complete TANDBERG 3000 MXP core technology

embedded MultiSite functionality

Expressway firewall traversal

Easily share PC presentations

Ability to integrate Type 1 encr yption devices

Expressway firewall traversal
available only in select countries

INTEGRATOR ADVANTAGES

Through close collaboration with systems integrators, TANDBERG
offers advanced, integration-ready video solutions, including rack-mountable
codecs and portable systems that are easy to install and easy to operate.

A P P L I C AT I O N S
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Intern

Education
Series

MXP

Mobile video system designed for healthcare applications
including consultations, clinical studies and CME. Connect
healthcare professionals and patients across the globe.
High resolution 23" widescreen LCD for viewing clinical

Going beyond traditional needs of both instructors and
students, the TANDBERG Education Series offers extensive
options for corporate training, school classrooms and
higher education.

and non-clinical images

Multiple education products to meet specific application

Add peripheral medical and non-medical devices

needs and room sizes

Tested and listed to UL/CSA 601.1 regulator y standards for

Designed with input from educators to meet the demands

approval in patient contact environment

of the education environment

Choose from TANDBERG 990 MXP, 880 MXP or 770 MXP

Intuitive touchpanel facilitates simple instructor control

for a complete customized solution

available only in select countries

Expressway firewall traversal
available only in select countries
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Compass

Utility

MXP

MXP

Innovative, fully-integrated solution designed for public
spaces. With simple controls, users can easily tap into
resources such as information help desks, travel ser vices
and translation assistance.

Robust, fully-integrated solution designed for demanding
environments. Users easily communicate from correctional
facilities, manufacturing floors or university campuses with
simple auto-dial capability.

Ease-of-use through a five button inter face and

Designed for rugged applications in demanding environments

simplified user menus

Auto-dial and accept calls when handset is lifted

Completely integrated system including camera, display,

Completely integrated system including camera, display,

handset, speakers and microphone

handset, speakers and microphone

Built-in LED light source for improved video image quality

Built-in LED light source for improved video image quality

Wall-mount design with a VESA 100 compliant inter face

Wall-mount design with a VESA 100 compliant inter face

Built-in key lock to secure system

Built-in key lock to secure system

Service excellence.
TANDBERG’s Constant Care por tfolio of ser vices fulfills customers’ suppor t needs

from decision through deployment and beyond. Whether you are installing your first
TANDBERG video system or expanding your video network, we have ser vices that

will protect your technology investment and extend the lifetime of your products.
Together with our cer tified Par tners, we work hand-in-hand to offer best-in-class
ser vice and suppor t.

CONSTANT CARE SERVICES
PROVIDING SERVICE EXCELLENCE THROUGHOUT A PRODUCT'S LIFETIME
FROM DECISION THROUGH DEPLOYMENT AND BEYOND

DECISION

FINANCE SERVICES

A value-for-money leasing solution for users
of visual communication.

CORE SERVICES

The cornerstone of TANDBERG’s Constant Care
offering, providing customers with comprehensive
support throughout a product’s lifetime.

GLOBAL
DEPLOYMENT
Global Pr esence
Pr ogram

Seamless global procurement and deployment of
TANDBERG visual communication systems and
services through a single source solution.

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

Immediate business benefits to customers,
ensuring rapid adoption and maximum utilization
of their visual communication solutions.

TRAINING

TANDBERG University offers a range of certification
courses that provide you with the necessary knowledge
and practical skills to use, sell and support visual
communication solutions.

INSTALLATION
SERVICES

Ensures that customers receive the best possible start
to their visual communication experience.
DEPLOYMENT

Constant Care is provided by TANDBERG and our Authorized Partners. The service programs
may vary from country to country. Please contact your local partner for more information.

End-to-end solution.
TANDBERG offers end-to-end solutions tailored to the specific needs of each customer.

Whether you are star ting out with a simple configuration of two video endpoints or
implementing visual communication across the entire organization, TANDBERG has
scalable products that grow with your business demands.

TA N D B E R G W O R L D H E A D Q U A R T E R S
Philip Pedersens vei 20
1 3 6 6 L y s a k e r, N o r w a y
Te l : + 4 7 6 7 1 2 5 1 2 5
Fax: +47 67 125 234
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